2006 kia sedona lx

Packed with safety and comfort features and priced less than some competing minivans, the
Kia Sedona is an excellent choice for families on a budget. Anyone with kids knows that, like
'em or not, minivans rule when it comes to versatility and convenience. The minivan's status as
the ultimate family hauler has made this segment one of the most hotly contested markets in
the industry. Top-rated vans from Honda and Toyota offer spacious cabins with a deft
combination of comfort, convenience and safety that family buyers can't help but like. Trouble
is, these minivans command relatively high prices that put them out of reach of families on a
tight budget. Like the company's Sorento sport-utility vehicle, the Kia Sedona packs an amazing
punch for its price. For the Sedona has grown to the size of the Odyssey and Sienna. It's built
on an all-new platform and measures inches from nose to tail. It now has all the must-have
features for a modern-day minivan, including side airbags, stability control and a fold-flat
third-row seat. Kia, however, believes there's still a market for a smaller, lower-cost minivan to
compete with the Dodge Caravan and Mazda 5, so a shorter-wheelbase version will arrive later
on in As in past years, there are just two trim levels on the Sedona -- LX and EX -- and either one
will get you into a seven-passenger minivan carefully assembled with quality materials and
overflowing with storage areas and cupholders. New optional features include power-sliding
doors, a power liftgate, automatic climate control and a watt Infinity sound system. We'd faulted
the previous-generation Sedona for its less-than-impressive power and poor gas mileage. This
year, Kia addresses these shortcomings by reducing the van's curb weight by pounds and
installing a new hp 3. Ride and handling is also improved, thanks to a new independent rear
suspension. With its larger interior, additional features and improved driving dynamics, the Kia
Sedona no longer feels the low-cost compromise in the minivan segment. It's still not as nimble
and refined as the Odyssey or the Sienna, but in most other respects, it's just as capable. The
LX comes with second-row captain's chairs, fold-flat third-row seating, keyless entry, full power
accessories, tri-zone air conditioning, cruise control, an eight-speaker CD stereo and inch
wheels. The EX adds an eight-way power driver seat, nicer cloth upholstery, an MP3-compatible
stereo, automatic headlights, an auto-dimming mirror and inch alloy wheels. Additionally, the
EX gives you access to optional power-sliding doors and a power liftgate, as well as the Luxury
Package, which includes leather upholstery, auto climate control, seat heaters, adjustable
pedals, driver-seat memory, a sunroof, steering wheel audio controls, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror and rear parking sensors. Any Sedona can be equipped with a rear entertainment
system, but only EX buyers can combine it with a watt, speaker Infinity audio system that allows
DVD playback in 7. The Sedona comes equipped with a 3. Power is sent to the front wheels
through a five-speed automatic transmission. Standard safety features on all Sedonas include
antilock brakes with BrakeAssist and electronic brakeforce distribution; stability and traction
control; full-length side curtain airbags for all three rows; front-seat side airbags; a tire-pressure
monitoring system with sensors for each individual tire and active front-seat headrests. Rear
parking sensors and adjustable pedals are optional on the EX as part of the Luxury Package.
For its performance in NHTSA crash tests, the Kia Sedona earned a perfect five-star rating for
its protection of occupants in front and side collisions. Out on the road, the new V6 offers
plenty of power for city and highway driving. Occasionally, the transmission is a little slow to
respond, but for the most part shifts are smooth and well-timed. The ride is comfortable and
quiet, but handling is not particularly athletic. Although Kia's minivan handles predictably
around corners it develops more body roll and is less precise in its steering than some other
top minivans. In addition to abundant storage and cupholders, the Kia Sedona offers
comfortable, flexible seating. Headroom is snug, though, and we suspect that's why Kia
mounted the third-row bench low to the floor. It's still usable for children, but teenagers won't
be happy back there. Dropping the third-row seats into the floor isn't hard to do, and should you
require additional cargo space, the second-row seats are removable. Cargo capacity tops out at
We were surprised when Kia didn't make us pile into the redesigned Kia Sedona family-style for
the drive to Sea World. Granted, we were all past the age of squealing with delight over feeding
fish to dolphins, but the Sedona has always seemed like the ideal vehicle to take to Sea World
â€” and not just because it seats seven. For the Sedona has grown to the size of a Honda
Odyssey. It now has all the must-have features for a modern-day minivan, including side
airbags and a fold-flat third-row seat. Although the Sedona is still more affordable than most
competitors, Kia hopes 60, buyers will realize there's more to this minivan than a low price and
a long warranty. Two sizes Built on an all-new platform shared with the '07 Hyundai Entourage,
the Sedona rides on a inch wheelbase and measures inches from nose to tail. It's 8 inches
longer than last year's model and hits dealers this month. Kia, however, believes there's still a
market for a smaller, lower-cost minivan to compete with the Dodge Caravan and Mazda 5 , so
the company will offer a shorter, inch-wheelbase version in September More features We
test-drove only the large Sedona, which is available in two well-equipped trim levels. It offers an

eight-way power driver seat, nicer cloth upholstery, an MP3-compatible stereo, automatic
headlights, an auto-dimming mirror, and inch alloy wheels. For safety reasons, we think the
parking sensors and adjustable pedals should also be available to LX buyers. Fewer pounds,
more power Although a comfortable cruiser, the original Sedona wasn't very inspiring to drive.
Obesity was the chief culprit. At 4, pounds, the '05 Sedona was the heaviest minivan on the
market. Wisely, Kia put it on a diet for The switch to an all-aluminum V6, a lighter transmission
and an independent, multilink rear suspension all contributed to a pound weight loss. The new
3. Gas up with premium and it delivers horsepower and pound-feet of torque. That's exactly as
much horsepower as the Odyssey's V6 along with 13 more lb-ft of torque. Fill the tank with
regular and Kia says you'll still get hp and lb-ft. As before, a five-speed automatic routes power
to the front wheels. Fuel economy is now a livable 18 mpg city, 25 mpg highway. On the road,
the V6 provides a broad range of usable torque thanks to its continuously variable intake valve
timing. Aggressive driving can confuse the transmission, but for the most part shifts are
smooth and well-timed. Improved ride and handling Along with the new suspension, the '06
Sedona has a 2-inch-wider front track and a 3-inch-wider rear track, which benefits handling. It
also gets better tires. The tires aren't run-flats as on some competitors, so to help you avoid a
flat in the first place, Kia has installed a pressure-monitoring system with sensors for each tire.
Ride quality is comfortable and controlled, but handling still isn't athletic. Although the Sedona
responds predictably and holds its own around corners, compared to the Odyssey there's more
body roll and the steering isn't as precise. You had to pay extra for ABS on last year's Sedona.
It's standard on the , along with four-wheel disc brakes, BrakeAssist and Electronic Brakeforce
Distribution. Still, most materials are above average in quality, and all the places where you're
likely to rest an arm are softly padded. Ergonomics are a mix. The tri-zone climate controls are
tricky to use while driving, particularly the manual setup. Yet the corporate-issue audio head
unit is simple to operate, and Sedonas with steering wheel controls have a handy mute button.
The optional seat heaters have five settings adjustable via an Audi-inspired thumbwheel. We
only had regular CDs, but sound quality was still some of the best we've ever heard in a
minivan. We were also impressed by the level of calm in the Sedona's cabin. When we turned
down the old-school Metallica, carrying on a conversation with rear passengers was no problem
at plus mph. Carrying around a phone, sunglasses, purse and bottled water was also no
problem because the Sedona has a dozen different slots and containers, our favorite being the
double glovebox. We also like the folding center tray but wish it had a rubberized surface. Total
cupholder count is Headroom is still snug, though, and we suspect that's why the third-row
bench is mounted so low to the floor. It's still usable for children, but teenagers won't be happy
back here. The front seats are well shaped and supportive, but the leather-upholstered chairs
offer slightly more cushioning than the cloth variety. Anti-whiplash head restraints are standard
up front. Dropping the third-row seats into the floor isn't the one-handed procedure it is in the
Honda, but it's no more difficult than in the Toyota Sienna. The second-row seats are
removable, but given the bulk of the chairs, it's not something you'll want to do every day. After
shuffling among three Sedonas in one day, we don't think it's necessary to spend a grand on
the power-sliding doors: The manual doors are lightweight and easy to use. Likewise, the
standard manual liftgate requires minimal muscle to close. The only major feature you can't get
from the factory is a navigation system. That's at least four more trips to Sea World. Tell Shamu
we said hello. Available styles include LX 4dr Minivan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Sedona. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Sedona lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Handling and steering response could be better, cramped third row. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Kia Sedona is all-new for It's longer and wider than its predecessor, with a nearly
percent improvement in passenger room. Horsepower is up 49 from the previous generation
thanks to a new 3. The Sedona's standard features list has been expanded to include fold-flat
third-row seating; power-sliding doors and a power liftgate have been added as options. ABS

and traction control are now standard, along with front side airbags and full-length side curtain
airbags for all three rows. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Bought this car in when
family expanded with twins. Only a few trips to mechanic for some leaks, oil and radiator. But
expensive repairs when needed. Blows signal bulbs and headlight bulbs every three months,
which I learned to fix proficiently on my own. Drove this van on numerous family trips all over,
and some very long distance trips as well. Never once did it break down and leave us stranded,
never once did it fail to start. Not the highest quality, but great value. I couldn't afford a Honda
or Toyota, but those have their own problems too, just research them. Also we were severely
rear ended with all of my kids in the car, including a three year-old in the third row seat. The rear
window blew up but the door stayed solid and didn't come anywhere near the third row. At the
end of the day I would trust a Kia with my family. Read less. Very good vehicle for its time and
even today. Alex G. I bought this minivan after having owned a Grand Caravan and then owned
a Dodge Caravan. What attracted me to this van was value. At that time 10 years ago, in the
Chrysler products offered only stow-and-go on the higher trim levels and captains chairs in the
middle row, and rear air-conditioning and heat was not available in the base model. The base
engine 3. Also the car had a leaf spring rear suspension, not independent rear suspension. To
move a 3. So for me, I wanted to be in the low 20's in the purchase price, not mid 20's or low
thirties. To me, it was a very good value. After owning the car for 10 years, here's what is good
about it and bad about it. On the plus side, the big 3. It's not a sports car, but for a mini-van, it
has very good power. It's handling is very, very car like and you feel like you are basically
driving a big car. It handles better than the Chrysler. The Dodge Caravan Dodge is Chrysler is
basically a big box on wheels. After 5 or 6 years, you start hearing crackling and noise, but the
Kia is still quiet inside the cabin at 10 years of age. I did basic oil changes and I changed the
transmission fluid at 60k miles and again at k miles. There was an electrical harness problem,
but the dealer fixed it under warranty. While under warranty, the repairs are none out of pocket.
The repairs however cost a lot more money once the car ages. For example to do a simple tune
up, because the car has a D. C wide engine, you need to take off the intake plenum to get to the
rear spark plugs. The E. R system is expensive and very complex, with a lot of sensors. One
annoying thing I found is that the steel cable under the car that lowers the spare tire is very,
very hard to pull the spare tire up once the car is jacked up and you have a flat. The factory
supplied jackstand is a joke, and do yourself a favor and buy yourself a hydraulically assisted
jack stand that can lift a truck, because that's what you really have in terms of weight. The new
Kia's don't even come with a spare tire! What a joke not to provide a spare tire! If the cable
snaps and the spare tire falls into the car behind you while at high way speed, this will kill the
passengers in the car behind you on a highway. So the cable snapping that supports the spare
tire is no joke. It may have never happened to others, but over 10 years it did happen to me. The
car never overheated. Has proven to be very reliable overall. The car with good care can easily
go past , miles. The cost to maintain is high once you get past the warranty stage. It doesn't
have the transmission problems I had in the Dodge Caravan's I've owned. Those had reliable
engines, but not so reliable transmissions, which both the and the I had required a rebuild first
one at 75, miles and the second one at 90, miles. The Kia so far never missed a shift. I also like
it's non-CVT transmission so many, many repair shops know how to deal with it if you do have a
problem. The Dodge products required a new water pump in one case, at 65, miles. Not the Kia. I
still have the original water pump. The engine is chain driven, not belt driven, another way to
make sure you don't have the cost of replacing a timing belt. So in sum, it's a great family car. It
was a great value in its time relative what was available in I got a fully loaded minivan, for the
price of the no-frills model in the Dodge Caravan. I've owned two of them previously. The van
had none of the problems of my previous Dodge Caravans: No transmission problem, water
pump failure, or other super expensive repairs. The interior remains quiet and free of rattle and
wind noise even 10 years later. Reliable and smooth transportation. This has been a
phenomenal vehicle for me and my family. We've put K miles on it since we bought it in ' It's
been on numerous trips from Houston to Ohio and Michigan and other mile treks. The only
issues with it have been self inflicted damage to the rear suspension on a few occasions. Really
wish it had a little more hauling capacity. We changed out the head unit for a more modern
system so the entertainment and Bluetooth is better than stock. Replacing the spark plugs was
not fun but not impossible. Rides as smooth as silk. Kia did this one very right. Well we bought
the vehicle used and the the fist thing that happened when we took it to the Kia dealer for
complete service, the vehicle was in great shape until they did a recall on the left rear passenger
door, the dealer was replacing the rear door latch. Since then the door has not opened on it's
own. Sometimes we have to play with the controls to make the rear door close properly. See all
reviews of the Used Kia Sedona. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.

People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 13 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the Sedona. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
They made a less than optimal situation very smooth. Thank you to everyone involved!! Very
rude! Not interested in helping me find a vehicle. I asked about a vehicle, they put me on hold,
came back and gave me a price higher! I said blue book is lower than price. They said that's
what they need for this vehicle. No negotiation at all. Dealer contacted me quickly and gave me
the information I asked for. I ended up passing on the truck as it was a "Buyback" and they were
still asking full market price. The dealer did disclose that the truck has a marked buyback title
though. Great customer service! Extremely helpful will definitely from this dealership again!!
Three days after purchase Very helpful staff including Bryon, Ryan, and the kind front desk
staff. I flew in to purchase the vehicle after corresponding for a day or so. Contact Bryon for
helpâ€”was a pleasure to work with. Highly recommend. I've had service done at this dealer,
that experience was a great one. Sales dept is very informative, and helpful, but prices seem to
be on the high side. Did an excellent job which led me to buy the truck sight unseen. Gabe was
honest and great to deal with. Will be the first man I call when I need another vehicle. He has a
great support staff. Thank you JSJ. So friendly and accommodating. Even though we didn't buy
from them, I would recommend them and will look there when I need to look again. He did a
great job, he showed us just what we were looking for. We bought the car from him and have
been very happy with it. Salesman was very nice, professional- not pushy. Ended up walking
away. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Negotiable , mi. Authorized Kia
Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Kia Sedona in Rochester MN 1 listing. Kia Sedona in Minneapolis
MN 1 listing. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The
salesman was helpful but they could not help me with financing. I want this Jeep, so help with
that would be appreciated. Wonderful experience here! Highly recommend. The salesmen were
super helpful and nice! This place was awful to try to deal with. Couldn't ever get anyone to to
call me back. They said they had the car I wanted, then I was told it was sold, then I was called
again and was told they still had it, then told they couldn't find it. This place needs to get it
together. I ended up buying from another place I went they had the car i wanted online and
Melissa was a big help. Thanks guys also for getting me in and out. With this virus going around
no one wants to be anywhere for long period of times. I bought a car from scott i was verry
happy. With it i had it for 2 years before some dumb lady totaled it for me im iss my Mercedes c
but it was the best deal for a great car im looking to see him again soon. Good deal happy with
vehicle good deal pleasant experience and they fixed a problem before car picked up. Lag time
between first and second response cost them a chance at my business. Then I heard from
multiple people at once, but it was too late. Now the emails don't stop. Salesman was incredibly
unprofessional. They also like to add fees. The listed price is 2k less than the asking price after
they add fees. The salesman I spoke to preferred to negotiate like they did in the 80s.
Completely wasted my time. Out of all the dealership I've contacted about a vehicle this year
they were the only ones who pulled this. I will never deal with them again. Friendly, good to
work with. The check engine light came on, and they sent the car to a repair shop. I wasn't
happy with the financials on getting the car. The way he explained it it seemed they we asking
for too much on a down payment while the monthly payment would still be in the high 's. Asked
for a lot of financial information and once submitted never heard back from them. Not good
experience at all. Vroom is really good at picking up the phone for sales. However, once you
sign your documents you'll never get to talk to a human again. You'll get put on hold with an
annoying piano music in the background forever. I can't get a response to email or phone calls.
I have the car and it came within the time promised. However, they haven't followed up with me
regarding license plates or registration. I also don't know where to make my first payment and I
can't get any answers. They scheduled a am call for the day after I made inquiry. I never
received the call, any explanation or follow-up. She was very nice and helpful. James was very
responsive and they priced their cars very competitively. The experience was enjoyable. Will
definitely purchase from them again. Carlos was absolutely wonderful!! Helpful,
accommodating and patient!! Dealership friendly and felt sincere. They were nice over the

phone. The car sold before I could get out there due to my own issues at home. I will look again.
Put an inquiry on this vehicle on cargurus and right after I got a call from fredy kia from a
salesperson to give me information. They gave the me availability of the vehicle the car history
and the different ways of financing! When I went in I was helped by Mr. Andrew and he was such
a great help! He showed me this vehicle and also showed me the different options I had. For my
first time buying a car they made it very easy and smooth! I was able to drive off with a Kia
Forte! Went down to the dealership and worked with Andrew, he was very helpful! I was finally
able to get the car I always wanted. They have excellent costumer service they honestly
exceeded my expectations. Definitely will go back in the future to purchase another vehicle.
Above average value and car prep prior to sale, low pressure sales staff, fast payment process.
Overall great experience. They even called me the morning of the day i went out to see the
vehicle only to find out that they sold the car the night before. I was truly shocked because I
made it clear that I was coming to buy this vehicle. Their goal was to get me on their lot
regardless of my needs as a customer. Very nice car and actually a decent price but just wasn't
what I needed for drive out; but very attentive and thoughful. Brandon was very helpful!!
Answering many questions about the car. Working with other dealerships in the past, I was
expecting high pressure. Brandon was understanding that we were looking. There was no
pressure to buy right then! I really appreciate the hospitality!! I will be back Thank you for all
you help!! I came in after speaking with Crystal and my visit went really well! She was very
polite and professional, and made this easy for me. The other staff was very friendly as well!
They got rude when I said other dealers had been more forthright with info. Would not trust this
dealer. Horrible dealership. Called me many times but when i got there they didnt even have the
car they told me they had. Salesman very horrible. This had to be the worst car buying
experience ever. Finally l just left. There was another person way to see this sales person. I
wished them luck. There were several problems such as, sales price was not same with ad
price, there was a dent on hood etc. But it was still good deal for that vehicle. And Mr Isaac, the
sales man, really helped me a lot to solve many of problems. He welcomed me as soon as I
walked in and took care of me. I could see he was doing his best. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me
price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Kia
Dealer. Image Not Available. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Kia Sedona in Waco TX
1 listing. Kia Sedona in Tyler TX 1 listing. Kia Sedona in Dallas TX 1 listing. I've had my Sedona
for about 8 year's we bought it used with about Drives rough and is bouncy. Does not always
start. Always has had a knocking in the front. Goes through brakes. Lots of cargo space.
Divided and stowable 3rd row seating. Pockets on the backs of front seats. Lots of cup holders.
Automatic dual side doors. Automatic back gate. Great for trips. Middle seating moves up to
access 3rd row. Middle seating folds down. DVD player package added. Cons- Lots of electrical
issues: Headlights, running lights, etc on front need replaced multiple times a year. Interior
lights don't immediately go on upon doors opening. Key fob rarely works has new battery.
Wipers don't work properly, and don't return home when turned off. Schematics used for relay ,
still not fixed. Also: AC Unit fixed multiple times, yet still does not hold a charge. Compressor
not the issue. TPMS light comes on all the time. Cable snapped for driver side passenger door.
Engine light recall fixed, then came back on and they won't fix. Can only drive. Great pick up
and go. Key fob rarely works new battery. Schematics used for relay, still not fixed. We have
had to replace the flywheel, the AC unit, oil leaks on the engine and the computer light for the
tire pressure is malfunctioning often. Other than those items it has been a good vehicle the past
5 years. We use for multiple purposes like carrying tools and materials to jobs as well as family
events with friends. It is an awesome family car with plenty of room and the engine is strong
and never lets me down even at over k miles. This car is great for long trips I take it to Utah
regularly. My family is always comfortable especially on our long drives to visit family. It is the
basic model which is beneficial because there aren't as many high-tech systems to go wrong
and cost a lot to repair. There have been too many recalls on this year and model making we
worried about It's production quality. Overall It's a good cheap van but more care should have
been taking in production. I bought this used and am having issues with the catalytic converter.
Otherwise, I love it. The v6 engine is great for power up hills. The seating is great and there is

enough room to haul all my husband's project stuff for the house. I wish I had one when I had
small children. My SUV is completely reliable. The performance is your average street driving
performance. The car is definitely good for someone who wants to get something that is
completely reliable but also affordable. I definitely recommend it to everyone, especially if it's
your first car. We bought our Sedona new from the dealer. It has been a very reliable van. The
third row seating is fantastic. We have driven cross country in it 4 times with mo issues. The
main problem has been alternators. We have replaced twice and ac compressor 1 time. It has ,
miles now. Strong powertrain and a great family vehicle. My favorite things about the Sedona is
the space and the stowable back seat. It gives us the greatest amount of space in an affordable
vehicle. The head room is great for someone as tall as I am, and I can't tell you how wonderful
the two mid row chairs are for keeping my 8 year old and 13 year old from fighting during road
trips. The engine has enough power to satisfactorily take on Colorado's mountain passes. My
only complaints are 1 that the back window wiper blade has to be replaced at the dealer and 2
ever since we bought the vehicle 4 years ago it has dashboard notification problems. The check
engine light and tire pressure light routinely come on when there is no problem whatsoever. It's
a pain to keep going to the mechanics to get it checked and cleared. We are a family of 6 who
happens to be always on the go. Our vehicle is great on gas. It has lots of room for our children
and their toys. Our oldest is a travel softball player. The back of the van has plenty of room for
all our sports equipment, and everything else to keep the other kiddos entertained during the
weekend trips. We've driven it to the beach multiple times without any problems. I really like the
push button sliding doors on each side. There are plenty out plug in that way everyone can
charge their phones or iPads when they need to. The seats are easily folded down to reach the
third row. My kids are able to fold the seats back and forth all by themselves. There's enough
space for me to even climb into the back and clean it out. We always have bottle water or drinks
with us and everyone has their own cup holder for their drink. Kia Sedona, especially the one I
use, which is model is a very fantastic van. It is extremely durable and spacious. It has a third
row and the interior is very good. It saves gas better than most can I have used in the past. It's
gas tank is even bigger, given me room to fill more gas that will serve me for about 3 weeks
even though my school was about 25 minutes a drive from my home. A very reliable car. Gets
adequate gas mileage and has plenty of room for kids, carpools, and anything you are ferrying.
Have had some issues with the automatic feature of the sliding doors, but still work manually
just fine. Really appreciate the fold down back seats - makes it easy to convert for additional
storage as needed. Overall a great family vehicle. It's a really decent vehicle. It drives nice and
seems to have a lot of power. The sound system is great I'm a geek for that stuff. The AC is
much better than other cars I've ridden in. There haven't been any substantial problems. If you
are looking for a gas efficient vehicle this is NOT the one for you. I get 15 MPG at best. I love
that both front seats are automatic and have seat warmers. The leather seats are easy to clean
especially with a 5-year old. I love the tint on the windows and sunroof. It has plenty of space for
sports equipment and groceries. It's never let me down. Keep up routine maintenance and there
be no problems. This car has had very little maintenance issues. It is very comfortable and
reliable. It has been the primary transportation for a family of four and several pets. The Sedona
features great handling with a smooth comfortable ride with a leather interior, featuring a DVD
player for the kids and premium sound system. Child locks, rear view child mirror, dual air
conditioning controls and power sliding doors make this a great family-friendly vehicle. Tons of
cargo space and a split folding rear seat make for easy storage of almost any kind of gear for
family fun. When the rear seat is up, there is a deep well to store groceries and other items so
things will not roll around in the backseat area. The Sedona is overall fantastic! The bulbs have
to be changed frequently and it's pricey unless you learn to do it yourself. I cycle through bulb
replacements yearly which is excessive. That alone leaves a bad taste in my mouth but
otherwise the van drives great. I've had no major mechanical issues with it. Nice drives good
performs well in all temperatures. High mileage. Leather seats gear shift good. Family friendly
child friendly pull down seating trunk storage. Big sounds amp. Extra storage for music. Extra
mirrors for different views. Comfortable seating. Long lasting vehicle. Lot of seating area. Front
temperature and back temperature area. Decent gas mileage. All seats are removable. Has a lot
of legroom for all seats. Two full front seats. Two full middle seats. Three small back seats.
Console compartment with an area underneath. Good storage space. Twelve cup holders.
Assorted cup and bottle holders. It's great overall. Just the shock absorbers need constant
care. It's a minivan and fits 7 people which is great since we are six. It is a vehicle that requires
a minimal maintenance except for the shock absorber part I mentioned at the beginning of the
paragraph. One feature I really like is that even if you forget to turn off the headlights after
locking your van it will shut them down to avoid depleting the battery. Very reliable vehicle,
comfortable, barely any problems. Love the size of the van. Can haul a lot of things and

transport up to six additional passengers. The tpms function has saved me many times before I
replaced my tires. The kids love the integrated DVD player and the wireless headphones that
came with the purchase of the car. My Kia Sedona has excellent storage, It gets good gas
mileage, comfortable seats throughout, It handles well in all weather, and Has electronic doors
and locks with a key fob for easy access. I like the space in my van. I dislike that it is only front
wheel drive it is terrible in bad weather. I also dislike that some of the parts for it are very
expensive. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter
by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating.
Lowest Rating. Douglas Dean wrote on October 13, Amanda G wrote on October 13, Teri Ruscak
wrote on October 8, Teri R wrote on October 8, Rhonda H wrote on September 28, Blas C wrote
on June 30, Simon G wrote on January 27, Suzanne D wrote on September 19, Ea S wrote on
September 19, Lisa C wrote on September 19, William A wrote on September 19, Megan S wrote
on September 19, Fatima O wrote on September 19, Anna K wrote on September 19, Elizabeth B
wrote on September 19, Crystal B wrote on September 19, Rascal S wrote on September 19,
Patricia H wrote on September 19, Omar V wrote on September 19, Crystal M wrote on
September 19, Conrad C wrote on September 19, Stephanie J wrote on July 15, Debbie S wrote
on April 12, Crystal B wrote on April 12, Continue to Overview. A Kia has never won anyone's
car-of-the-year award that we're aware of. Kia doesn't have a racing heritage, and you won't see
some despot head of state parading around in an open-air Kia. Perhaps you're aware that
parking valets at nightclubs don't put Kias up front with the Ferraris and Porsches. In short, Kia
has no laurels to rest on. And its second-generation Sedona minivan won't likely change that.
But it's the best product the company has sent to America, a van that's dynamically and
feature-for-feature competitive with any other. And it's a bargain. This is not the Kia a buyer
settles for only after even the Hyundai and Mitsubishi dealers have rejected his credit app.
Although the infamously porky first Sedona split the difference between the short- and
long-wheelbase Chrysler minivans, the new one will itself come in two dimensions. The shorter
Sedona comes later this year, but the longer one, now available, stretches inches over a That's
1. It's also close enough to the Toyota Sienna and Honda Odyssey that the differences are
academic. This '06 Sedona is nearly eight inches longer and pounds lighter now, Kia says.
That's the result of a diet that includes a steel unibody structure and an all-aluminum 3. At
about pounds, the front-drive Sedona LX is no featherweight, but it's about the same as an
Odyssey. Thanks in part to continuously variable valve timing, the new engine carries a rating
of horsepower at rpm and pound-feet of torque at rpm when operating on premium-grade fuel.
That's the same horsepower rating the Odyssey's 3. The Sedona's only transmission is a new
five-speed automatic with Kia's "Sportmatic" manual shifting scheme. That feature should come
in handy if Kia decides to start a spec-Sedona racing series. The Sedona looks like a
sharper-edged Odyssey with some Nissan Quest in the nose-it's yet another blandly handsome
anonybox. The rack-and-pinion steering is neither particularly communicative nor particularly
numb, the disc brakes come standard with ABS, the traction- and stability-control systems-also
standard-aren't overly intrusive, and there's not much wind or tire noise. The seven-passenger
interior, meanwhile, is similar to the Sienna's. The Sedona's two second-row captain's chairs
work just like the Sienna's, tumbling forward in one motion for access to the rearmost seat and
coming out in the least clever way possible: a hernia grunt heave up and out. The dash design
is similar to the Toyota's, too, with the shifter plopped into the lower-left corner of the center
stack beneath the audio and HVAC controls and the straightforward instrumentation in a
binnacle in front of the driver. Most new vehicles come with a factory warranty and some used
vehicles have a remaining factory warranty. Please contact us for the warranty vehicles specific
to this vehicle. Placing a Bid: By bidding on or buying this vehicle you are entering into a legally
binding contract to purchase this vehicle and you agree to abide by all terms of sale set forth
herein. Vehicle Representation: Although we describe all our vehicles to the best of our
abilities, it is still possible that we may have unintentionally made an error or left some
information out. Please keep in mind that used vehicles may have typical dings and scratches
inherent for their year and mileage. Opinions and expectations can vary, so please contact us if
you have any questions or concerns regarding the condition of this vehicle. Used cars may not
come with all of the original books, keys or accessories. Please review all photos carefully and
if there is anything you are not sure about, ask questions prior to bidding. We are not
responsible for errors or omissions in our listings. The mileage may be different than advertised
due to test drives and demos. Vehicle Inspection: We welcome and encourage potential buyers
to inspect the vehicle but such inspections must be conducted prior to completion of this
auction or deposit submission. This vehicle is available for inspection at any reasonable time. If
you choose to have the inspection done by a licensed professional, you must do so at your own

expense and at our location. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected
the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value based solely
upon that judgment. Furthermore, it will be assumed that you have inspected this vehicle fully if
you have placed the bid or sent in your deposit. Some cars that we have on our site are not
owned by us, they are listed on our site by their owners. We rely on the owner for the
description information, reports as well as pictures. It will be assumed that buyer have
inspected the vehicle, paper work as well as reports fully and will not hold us responsible after
the bid was placed or deposit sent in. Financing: If you are planning to finance this vehicle
through a lending institution, you must secure the loan prior to bidding. Secure all finances and
be able to follow through with the payment before you bid. Please do not call us for financing
help, we do not provide financing. No representations or warranties are made by seller, either
express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of title or implied warranties of
merchant ability or fitness for a particular purpose. Nor are any representations or warranties
relied upon by bidders in making bids. You are only buying what we have. You may choose to
purchase extended warranty from any aftermarket warranty company that can be found online.
We will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage. Shipping
companies have insurance policies that protect buyers against damage. If you choose to pick
up the vehicle yourself, you would have to take care of your own temporary plates. We do not
provide any, nor do we help you in obtaining them. We do not meet customers at our local
airport; closest airport to us is YVR, Vancouver. Please call to make arrangements for payment.
We accept the following forms of payment: Cash in person, certified funds, institutional
financing. All sales transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close.
Usually this is done within days after the car is paid in full. In the alternative, you can make your
deposit Cash in person or Bank wire transfer. If the deposit is not received within the required
time frame and alternative arrangements were not made, we reserve the right to make the
vehicle available for sale to another buyer. The remaining balance is due within 5 calendar days
of making the deposit. We reserve the right to keep your deposit and resell the vehicle to
another buyer if final payment is not received within 5 calendar days. As final payment for the
vehicle, we will accept a certified bank check, bank loan check, wire transfer, or cash. If you pay
cash, you can pick up the vehicle immediately. If you pay by wire transfer the vehicle will be
available for pickup once funds are available in our account. If you pay by bank check, you will
have to wait nine 9 business days until the funds clear. Title Information: Vehicle titles may be
held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In some cases there is a delay in receiving the
original paper Title after the vehicle is paid off. While we usually have all titles in our possession
at the time of sale, there are occasions where we may have to wait for them to arrive. It may take
anywhere from 3 to 7 business days for us to receive the title. Once the payment has been
made, the vehicle will be stored free of charge for ten 10 calendar days and at 20 dollars per day
after that. We reserve the right to cancel any and all bids at our discretion and end the auction
early in the event the vehicle is sold locally prior to the end of the auction, we shall not be held
liable for such cancellations. Not responsible for Typographical errors, if you are not sure about
something just ask us. Given current conditions, we encourage using a professional customs
transport company, we have many options, on some cars a nominal fee is required by the US
border and a 30 day clearance is sometimes required for reentry to the USA. Most Canadian
-made vehicles are duty-free. As a returning U. When taking an Imported Car through U. You will
be sent inside the Customs building to fill out form CBP and possibly others. You can find
copies of these forms on the U. CBP website. Shipping to the US? We're always happy to help
arrange transport. Before the pandemic, we used to just drive the cars across the border, clear
customs and leave them at a meeting-point for the customer or their transporter to meet up. But
now the policy is only to allow commercial transport carriers to bring vehicles across the border
at this time. Once the necessary documents are submitted and cleared transfer into your name
etc. To save transport costs, you could meet up with the vehicle in Blaine and drive it from there
or have the transporter carry on to your address. If you or a separate transporter is meeting up
with the car in Blaine, then we recommend the most economical way is to have it dropped off at
Yorky's in Blaine as their storage fee is only 5 dollars a day, if it takes a day or two to coordinate
pick up then it's no big deal. You can also have it sent all at once all the way from our lot to your
desired address. So, you can contact any Customs broker to arrange to transport it directly
from our address to yours, and they will clear it on your behalf, there are a great variety of
Customs brokers. I'm quite certain that the border with the current pandemic prefers
commercial transport carriers to bring vehicles across the border at this time. And again, we are
happy to hold it at our secure facility until pick up and we don't charge our customers for this
storage. Either way there should be no customs charge, but there may be up to a 30 day delay
from the US DOT dept of Transportation for documentation confirmation for the the paper work

to clear, again, we don't charge storage while you wait for any of this. Deposits made within 24
hours of auction close will hold the vehicle. However, if no deposit is received within 24 hours
of auction close, then we will relist the vehicle. Further, if vehicles are not paid for in full within
3 days, then we will relist the vehicle. If payment is made late, it will be at our discretion to end
the redundant auction and honor the original sale, but we cannot house inventory while buyers
decide whether or not they wish to honor their commitment. Prices are subject to change
without notice. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable vehicle
information, use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an
independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of
the customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before
time of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or
implied warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA
mileage estimates are for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary depending on
driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle maintenance. All sales transactions must be
completed within 3 calendar days of auction close. The remaining balance is due within 3
calendar days of making the deposit. We reserve the right to keep your deposit and resell the
vehicle to another buyer if final payment is not received within 3 calendar days. Notice to
Bidders: The vehicles we list for sale at eBay are also for sale at our retail location. Please
contact us to confirm vehicle availability. We reserve the right to end an auction early. State or
local taxes, title, license fee, processing fees, registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance
charges, emission testing fees, and compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Skip
to main content. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one
like this. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. See original listing. Jan 28,
PST. Will ship to Ukraine. Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See
details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Full size photos.
Stock :. City 18 mpg. Actual mileage will vary with options, driving conditions and driving
habits. Drives strong, transmission a little noisy, ran through shop, diagnosis is the torque
converter springs are a becoming stretched and you may want to service them at some point.
Vehicle Description. Vehicle Equipment. Mechanical Features amp alternator Vehicle Warranty.
About Voltz Auto Sales. Shipping questions? Contact us for more details. Terms and
Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and
Taxes. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All
rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not
responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 28, PST. Shipping: Will ship to Ukraine. Item location: Coquitlam,
British Columbia, Canada. Seller: voltzautosales 8 Seller's other items. Call the dealer at
General Terms Notice to Bidders: The vehicles we list for sale at eBay are also for sale at our
retail location. Fees and Taxes State or local taxes, title, license fee, processing fees,
registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing fees, and
compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Featured Explore Cars Car Reviews.
Make e. Model e. All Model Years. All trims LX EX. Get quotes. Powered by. Heating and AC.
Standard Seating. Front Leg Room. Maximum Seating. Front Head Room. Rear Head Room.
Rear Leg Room. Front Shoulder Room. Rear Shoulder Room. Front Hip Room. Rear Hip Room.
Privacy Glass or Deep Tinted Glass. Power Windows. Tilt Steering. Power Adjustable Exterior
Mirror. Air Conditioning. Cargo Area Tie downs. Second Row Removable Seat. In just 13
months, our big Kia has amassed nearly 27, big ones. Our Kia Sedona EX has been serving
yeoman-like duty as a photo chase van on comparos, with lots of room for gear with the rear
seat stowed and plenty of power to keep up with the test cars. Find out more about the Kia
Sedona EX in this long term road test update from the automotive experts at Motor Trend.
Minivan Comparison. Read the full article by the automotive experts at Motor Trend. Send MSN
Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in
a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a new window. The Kia Carnival
is a minivan manufactured by Kia , introduced in January , now in its fourth generation and
marketed globally under various nameplates â€” prominently as the Kia Sedona. The first
generation model was manufactured and marketed differently for specific regions, including
under a joint venture in the Chinese market with Dongfeng Yueda Kia , as well as the Naza Ria in
Malaysia. Initially introduced as the Carnival in , from onwards, it was renamed as the Sedona.

In Australia, the Kia Carnival went on sale in , with a standard 5-speed manual and 2. A 4-speed
automatic was optional. In , it outsold the Toyota Tarago , becoming the top-selling minivan in
the country. It was a sales leader again in and when sales peaked at 5, units. In Europe, the first
generation was available only with the 2. From , Kia Motors introduced the 2. In North America,
the Sedona came equipped with a 3. The first generation Sedona lacked features that other
minivans had such as power sliding doors and power liftgate, a fold flat third row seat,
navigation system, rear-view camera, and backup sensors. Early Sedonas were rated at In North
America, the EX was the highest-level body style with amenities such as interior and exterior
chrome accents, interior wood grain, leather wrapped steering wheel and gear shift knob and
alloy wheels, with optional leather appointed seating, sunroof and DVD player. In certain
markets, Kia offered the minivan in both wheelbases e. Globally, the minivan was offered with
four engines as well as manual and automatic transmissions. A rebadged version of the second
generation was offered from to as the Hyundai Entourage. The van was updated for the model
year with a new Tiger Nose grille and taillights, a more powerful engine and a six-speed
automatic transmission, but dropped the short-wheelbase version because of poor sales. The
North American configuration earned a five-star safety rating from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration for all seating positions in frontal and side-impact crashes. In , Kia
relaunched the Sedona as a model with minor updates, which started selling around the end of
May. The second generation Sedona was the second top selling large MPV in the UK market,
and in received a new grille, new equipment including a reversing camera built into the
rear-view mirror and a single engine choice, a PS 2. Trim level 1 included air-conditioning,
electric windows. Trim level 2 received alloy wheels, rear parking camera with the display
incorporated into the rear-view mirror, and climate control. Trim level 3 added electronic
stability control, leather seats, heated front seats, power tail gate and powered folding door
mirrors. The second generation Carnival went on sale in Australia in January Initially, the
long-wheelbase 3. Both models sat 8 passengers. The Carnival was Australia's best-selling
people mover between and The Kia Sedona ranked 4th the "20 least expensive vehicles to
insure" list by Insure. From to , Kia manufactured a rebadged variant of the Carnival for sister
company Hyundai. Called the Hyundai Entourage , the Hyundai version was briefly cancelled in
August , but resurrected in October without affecting its introduction date. While otherwise
similar to the Carnival except for the name, the Entourage was only available in extended-length
because of the mid-size Hyundai Veracruz crossover SUV, which measured about the same
length as the short-wheelbase Carnival. Unlike the Carnival, the Entourage was never a sales
success, and in April , the Entourage was discontinued for the model year. However, the
Carnival remained in production and was updated with more features so it could better compete
with the Toyota Sienna , Honda Odyssey and the Chrysler minivans. Entourage's revised styling
was adopted in South Korea as a facelift for the Kia Carnival, except for revised grilles suited to
the Kia brand. The Entourage was powered by the company's 3. It seated seven people with
optional equipment ranging from automatic climate control, leather seating, power sliding doors
and tailgate, reverse sensors, and a six-disc in-dash CD changer. The American configuration of
the Hyundai Entourage earned a five-star safety ratingâ€”the highest honor the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration bestowsâ€”for all seating positions in frontal and
side-impact crashes. The Hyundai Entourage ranked 3rd for the "20 least expensive vehicles to
insure" list by Insure. According to research, the Entourage is one of the least expensive
vehicle to insure. Low rates tend to reflect a vehicle's safety, and the drivers who tend to buy
them. Kia recently launched the Grand Carnival with minor changes to the model. The Indian
version is powered by a 2. The Carnival is available in three variants, which are Premium,
Prestige and Limousine. The third generation Carnival was launched in Malaysia in March as the
Grand Carnival as a fully imported vehicle. Ltd has launched the Kia Grand Carnival in Thailand.
The facelifted Sedona was introduced in Mexico on 5 September as a model. All versions
feature a 3. The fourth generation Carnival was unveiled in June The Sedona nameplate, used in
the United States since the model was first introduced there in , will be dropped in favor of the
global Carnival nameplate for the fourth generation. It made its virtual US market debut for the
model year via livestream on February From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
Petrol : 2. Petrol : 3. South Korea: Gwangmyeong Sohari Plant. November 12, Archived from the
original on 16 February Retrieved 16 February Archived from the original on 4 April Archived
from the original on Retrieved Edmunds, Insideline. Autoweek, Feb 14, Autoweek, Dale Jewett,
Feb 11, Kia Press, 2 March The front of a car needs this recognition, this expression. A car
needs a face and I think the new Kia face is strong and distinctive. Visibility is vital and that face
should immediately allow you to identify a Kia even from a distance. World Car Fans. Retrieved
4 May Paul Tan's Automotive News. HeadLight Magazine in Thai. Debut February 23". Car and
Driver. Kia Corporation. An affiliate of Hyundai Motor Company. Hyundai Motor Company.
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M. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Pre-facelift Kia Carnival South Korea. Hyundai-Kia Y5
platform. City car. Visto MXL. Picanto SA. Picanto TA. Picanto JA. Ray TAM. Pride Y. Pegas AB.
Rio DC. Rio JB. Rio UB. Rio YB. Sephia II. Cerato LD. Forte TD. Forte YD. Forte BD. K4 PF.
Optima MS. Optima MG. Optima TF. Optima JF. K5 DL3. Stinger CK. K8 GL3. K9 I KH. K9 II RJ.
Subcompact SUV. Sonet QY. KX Cross UC. KX3 KC. KX3 SP2. Seltos SP2. Compact SUV. Niro
DE. Sportage NB Sportage SL. Sportage QL. Sportage Zhipao NP. Retona AM. Mid-size SUV.
KX7 QM. Sorento BL. Sorento XM. Sorento UM. Sorento MQ4. Telluride ON. Mohave HM. Venga
YN. Compact MPV. Soul AM. Soul PS. Soul SK3. Carens RS. Carens UN. Carens RP. Carnival
KV-II. Carnival VQ. Carnival YP. Carnival KA4. Bongo Frontier. Granbird I. Granbird II. See also:
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Subcompact CUV. Compact CUV. Mid-size CUV. Pony Pony2 Excel X1. Excel X2. Accent X3.
Elantra J-CAR. Elantra J2. Cortina Mk II. Cortina Mk III. Cortina Mk IV. Cortina Mk V. Stellar
Y-CAR. Sonata Y1. Sonata Y2. Sonata Y3. Marcia H1. Granada Mk II. Grandeur L-CAR. New
Grandeur LX. Dynasty LX. Scoupe SLC. Tiburon RD. Galloper M-CAR. Santamo M2. Cortina
Mark II. Pony Pickup Pony2 Pickup Porter HD Porter AU. Grace AH. Starex A1. Light trucks.
Mighty FE4. Medium trucks. Heavy trucks. D series. Aero Town. RB Series. Aero City. R series.
HD series. DK series. See also: List of Hyundai vehicles. Eon HA. Santro AH2. Atos FF. Grand
i10 BA. Grand i10 Nios AI3. Xcent BA. Aura AI3. Reina CB. HB20 HB. HB20 BR2. Getz TB. Accent
LC. Accent MC. Celesta ID. Elantra XD. Elantra HD. Elantra AD. Elantra CN7. Ioniq AE. Lafesta
SQ. Mistra CF. Mistra DU2. Sonata EF. Sonata NF. Sonata YF. Sonata LF. Sonata DN8. Grandeur
XG. Grandeur TG. Grandeur HG. Grandeur IG. Aslan AG. Genesis BH. Genesis DH. Equus VG.
Veloster FS. Veloster JS. Genesis Coupe BK. Subcompact crossover SUV. Kona OS. Compact
crossover SUV. Tucson JM. Tucson TM. Tucson NX4. Nexo FE. Ioniq 5 NE. Mid-size crossover
SUV. Santa Fe SM. Santa Fe DM. Santa Fe CM. Santa Fe TM. Veracruz EN. Palisade LX2.
Galloper M. Terracan HP. Lavita FC. Trajet FO. Entourage VQ. Porter AH. New Porter AU. Porter
II HR. Libero SR. Mighty II WT1. New Mighty WQ. Super Truck Medium. Super Mega Truck VC.
Pavise QV. Super Truck. Trago GV. Xcient QZ. Aero Town 6D Aero City CY. Super Aero City CY.
Universe PY. County CN. Global CY. Green City CY. Pony C. Elantra Touring. Elantra GT. Sport
compact. Stellar C. Genesis Coupe. Genesis Motor. Crossover SUV. Santa Fe. Santa Fe Sport. C
Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Used Kia Sedona for Sale 5. Overall Rating. Track Price Check
Availability. By Rating. Overall 5. I bought my Kia Sedona over three years ago with almost 70,
miles on it. It drives as good today as it did when I test drove it. It's not been entirely
maintenance free but I have had great service from it. The interior is still as nice as when it was
new. The materials that was used are of good quality and have held up well. I have yet to find
anything I want to haul that I cannot make fit. The seats are very versatile and the rear one store
completely in the floor and out of the way. I would buy another Kia if given the choice. It must
be a popular color of this specific model because I have on more than one occasion attempted
to get in the wrong vehicle. It's a good thing everyone locks them. It could be that they also
have the same problem. Good Quality Vehicle. Many different types of seating arrangements.
Well maintained with great looks. No rattles Low Maintenance. Some of the sensors are faulty
due to age. The front control arms corrode easily because they were left exposed to the
elements. Undercoating would be the best way to fix this problem. It is the latest model I have
ever owned, and it performs better than any other vehicle I have had. It gets great gas mileage
and all of the electronic features work, including the doors, sunroof, back hatch, and has a great
and modern factory stereo unit. I love the modern feel and the features of my Kia. It is also my
favorite color and safely transports my children and I from place to place and has plenty of
room for everyone and then some. This truly has been the best vehicle I have ever purchased.
There are many story to tell because I bought it to camp and transport music equipment. One of
my favorite stories is of going to Eureka Springs, AR, to do some camping and play a little
music with friends. It was a great weekend, and there are many more like it. One of my favorite
features is the car stereo system. It has a great sound and is compatible with Bluetooth using a
Bluetooth device. It also has a CD player and great sounding speakers. Another feature that I
enjoy about it is the automatic opening doors. This is great for when I am loading the kids in,
groceries, music equipment, and camping gear. It also has a great rack on top for transporting
things like canoes and bicycles. The only thing that I have had to do is replace a valve cover
gasket, which now is leaking again, but I can fix it again no problem. Another con is that the
suspension parts like the sway bar links out of the factory do not last long, so I have upgraded
some of them to Moog, which is higher performance. After some time now I may need to fix the

sliding doors which in automatic mode stick sometimes. This is just from years of use. I would
also be happy if it got 35 miles to the gallon vs. Deb Dayton, Ohio Overall. Would you like to sell
products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
1995 chevy silverado engine
boyo backup camera wiring diagram
general motors wiring diagram
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

